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The New York Times bestseller and International PhenomenonOne of the Top Ten Books of
2015, Michiko Kakutani, The New York Times."It's bloody marvelous." - Helen Macdonald, New
York Times bestselling author of H IS FOR HAWK"Captivating... A book about continuity and
roots and a sense of belonging in an age that's increasingly about mobility and self-invention.
Hugely compelling." - Michiko Kakutani, The New York TimesSome people's lives are entirely
their own creations. James Rebanks' isn't. The first son of a shepherd, who was the first son of a
shepherd himself, his family have lived and worked in the Lake District of Northern England for
generations, further back than recorded history. It's a part of the world known mainly for its
romantic descriptions by Wordsworth and the much loved illustrated children's books of Beatrix
Potter. But James' world is quite different. His way of life is ordered by the seasons and the work
they demand. It hasn't changed for hundreds of years: sending the sheep to the fells in the
summer and making the hay; the autumn fairs where the flocks are replenished; the grueling toil
of winter when the sheep must be kept alive, and the light-headedness that comes with spring,
as the lambs are born and the sheep get ready to return to the hills and valleys.The Shepherd's
Life the story of a deep-rooted attachment to place, modern dispatches from an ancient
landscape that describe a way of life that is little noticed and yet has profoundly shaped the
landscape over time. In evocative and lucid prose, James Rebanks takes us through a
shepherd's year, offering a unique account of rural life and a fundamental connection with the
land that most of us have lost. It is a story of working lives, the people around him, his childhood,
his parents and grandparents, a people who exist and endure even as the culture - of the Lake
District, and of farming - changes around them.Many memoirs are of people working
desperately hard to leave a place. This is the story of someone trying desperately hard to stay.

“Captivating... A book about continuity and roots and a sense of belonging in an age that's
increasingly about mobility and self-invention. Hugely compelling” ―Michiko Kakutani, The New
York Times“It's bloody marvelous.” ―Helen Macdonald, New York Times bestselling author of H
IS FOR HAWK““Rebanks’s family has farmed sheep in the hills of the lake District, in
northwestern England, for some six centuries. The work, detailed lovingly in this memoir, has
changed little… Rebanks is concerned with the survival of the landscape, of the life that it has
fostered, and of its inhabitants’ view of the world.”” ―The New Yorker“James Rebanks's
unsentimental, sharply detailed memoir about his life as a shepherd in England's Lake District
gripped me from the first page.” ―The Wall Street Journal"James Rebanks’s “The Shepherd’s
Life” stands in blissful earthbound contrast. Farming the high fells of the Lake District, the first
son of a shepherd, who was himself the first son of a shepherd, Mr. Rebanks writes with loving
eloquence about a kind of deep-rooted life that is all but lost in the developed world. Herdwick



sheep, the local breed, are set free to graze on unfenced commons and could head off to
Scotland were they not “hefted”―tied to their home range by invisible bonds of instinct and
inheritance. Mr. Rebanks is himself hefted to his land and deftly conveys the worth and beauty of
such a connection." - Geraldine Brooks“A gorgeous book, unsentimental but exultant, vivid and
profound, and a fierce defense of small-scale farming against the twin threats of agribusiness
and tourism.” ―National Geographic“A powerful - and quietly electrifying - meditation on the
gruelling truth of rural life... Rebanks' prose is beautifully sure-footed.” ―The Sunday Times
(UK)“Rebanks' enthusiasm and talent for poetic writing is infectious... [His] words create not only
a gorgeous landscape painting of the Lake District and its inhabitants, human, animal, bird and
fish, but also a useful social document... What is most striking about this book is its authenticity;
this is the real thing.” ―The Times (UK)“Beautifully written” ―Alan Cumming, New York Times
Bestselling author of NOT MY FATHER'S SON“May well do for sheep what Helen Macdonald
did for hawks.” ―The Guardian (UK)“Superstar Shepherd.” ―The Daily Mail (UK)“Affectionate,
evocative, illuminating. A story of survival - of a flock, a landscape and a disappearing way of life.
I love this book” ―Nigel Slater, author of the internationally bestselling Toast: The Story of a
Boy’s Hunger and Tender“Rebanks writes about his native Lake District with a loving eye for its
past and present, its working denizens--humans, dogs, sheep--who continue to shape our
picture of what Pastoralism is.” ―Brad Kessler, author of Goat Song“The Shepherd's Life weaves
together the human history of the farmers with factual history of the farms, the spiritual pull of the
land with the physical demands it makes, the cruelty and beauty, optimism and pragmatism of
the most beautiful corner of the world. A vivid, honest, unforgettably written account not just of
one shepherd's year, but of an ancient way of life.” ―Lucy Dillon, author of LOST DOGS and
LONELY HEARTS“THE SHEPHERD'S LIFE is a reader's delight. Rebanks lives, breathes, and
works his landscape - which gives him an inside edge as sharp as shears over most of the flock
of current countryside writers. He has written a marvelous autobiography - of himself, his family,
and the hills themselves.” ―John Lewis-Stempel, author of MEADOWLAND and YOUNG
JAMES HERRIOT: THE MAKING OF THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS VETAbout the
AuthorJames Rebanks runs a family-owned farm in the Lake District in northern England. A
graduate of Oxford University, James works as an expert advisor to UNESCO on sustainable
tourism. The Shepherd's Life is his first book.
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C. Henig, “It is Bloody Marvelous. I started reading this book, which was "recommended" to me
by Amazon based on some other book I'd bought. I've learnt to take Amazon's
recommendations w/ a grain of salt over the years. But this one truly is a book that is "bloody
marvelous" to quote Helen MacDonald whose mini-blurb is on the jacket of my copy. As I had
loved her book, H is for Hawk, I figured she might know something. And I'm glad I did because
the beginning of this book is not an easy sell. James Rebanks dropped out of school at fifteen to
work on his family's farms w/ his father and grandfather. And it is pretty clear when he did attend
school, it was not where he wanted to be. I wondered how a person so against education could
write such a lyrical book. Let me be clear - I've never been to the Lake District. I've no interest in
raising sheep. I'm not a farmer of anything except for the tomato s in my garden. But I got caught
up in this man's love of the life he and his ancestors for generations had shared. No one does
this for anything but love. It's brutally hard work. It's physically and mentally exhausting. There is
no day off. And there's precious little money in it - just enough to keep going. But this book is a
tribute to all those men and women who love this life and can't imagine doing anything else.So
How did Mr. Rebanks come to be so lyrical when he readily admits his inclinations were anything
but academic or literary? He found a book that spoke to him. His maternal grandfather had not
been a shepherd. He'd been a school master. The book was about a shepherd's life. Then he
read another book from his grandfather's bookshelf. Then he read all of them. And the love of
learning took hold.Through merest chance, this led to an opportunity to go to Oxford. He must
have been the most unusual member of the student body on the day he showed up. But he
managed to figure out how to balance school and working on the farm.He had a chance to break
totally away from farming and work in London, but it wasn't for him. So he and his wife went back
home (she was also from the Lake District, a farmer's daughter). He worked on the farm and
took outside job, eventually working all over the world where farms are giving way to vacation
spots for UNESCO.But it was always about the farm and the sheep. His love of his heritage and
his farm are the backbone of this book. We may think that this life is long gone, and in many
places it is. But it's not gone as long as people like Mr. Rebanks, his family and neighbors still do
what their families have been doing for centuries.The book is wonderful. Simply wonderful. Read
it and see.”

fitzalling, “The value of a sense of place and the struggle for this - well worth your time. In the
modern world filled with people, smartphones and apps, James Rebanks writes about a world
that has existed for thousands of years, which struggles to maintain its existence despite the
encroaching urban world. How does one value a sense of place and integrate that value into a
world that does not value place or the work that holds you to a place. As a teenager he, and his
mates, resisted the pleas of their teachers to adapt to the demands of formal learning and leave
their rural world. His teachers thought that the shepherd's work was intellectually barren and the



teenage James Rebanks thought the world of books offered by his teachers was unworthy of
effort. The demands of place included arguments and fights with his father in his younger life
with a growing appreciation of his father as he grew older.The book is the story of his life's
journey to show that shepherding demanded high order emotional, physical and intellectual
effort, while coming to realize that books, too, could impart knowledge and maybe wisdom.
Remember, shepherding is a pre-industrial occupation; The idea that anything that requires
hard, physical labor is somehow unworthy, and maybe demeaning, isn't an idea that would have
found much traction before the late 19th and 20th centuries.Mr. Rebanks' road eventually leads
him to studies at Oxford. It isn't clear from the book that his professors ever understood why his
road took him back to the Lake District of England and the work of shepherding. But, it did. In
following his journey, I found myself enriched to see values that I don't generally find in the world
of higher education with which my work brings me into contact.I thought back to the mid-1980s
when I represented an agricultural lender and I was meeting with their board of directors. They
were in overalls and I was in a suit. But, as I listened to them they spoke of buying expensive
farm equipment the way I would speak of buying a pair of shoes and they paid close attention to
the Chicago Board of Trade for the prices of farm commodities. The guy at the end of the table
was in his early 40s and, as I thought about it, I realized he controlled at least $6M in assets, had
a college degree and engaged in breeding dairy cattle scientifically. I realized that, despite how
they were dressed and how I was dressed, I needed to give these people some respect. James
Rebanks' book brought this thought.Mr. Rebanks' book challenged how I think about the value of
a father, work, learning and a sense of place. I recommend it highly.”

Vigilantius, “passionate memoir by an unusual hill-side sheep farmer. This is a passionate
memoir by an unusual hill-side sheep farmer (born in 1974). Rebanks brings his motivation
tellingly to life. In his Cumbrian secondary modern school 'I argued with our dumbfounded
headmaster that school was really a prison and "an infringement of my human rights". He looked
at me strangely, and said, "But what would you do at home?" As if this was an impossible
question to answer. "I'd work on the farm," I answered equally amazed that he couldn't see how
simple this was.'This sense of the contempt which the available intellectual class had for his
family's way of life was reinforced at a particular school assembly, where a female teacher
implied that the pupils ‘were too dumb to want to leave ... The idea that we, our fathers and
mothers, might be proud, hard-working and intelligent people doing something worthwhile, or
even admirable, seemed to be beyond her.'A few years later, Rebanks came across the highly
Romanticised view of the Lakes as a place of 'nature', in which the farmers, the people who lived
there, did not feature. This was galling, leading Rebanks to demand that 'The real history of our
landscape should be the history of the nobodies' who work on it. As his memoir shows, he learnt
to combat his own chippiness, and can now acknowledge that 'more than half the employment
in the area is reliant upon tourism' and that this ancient way of life has survived in part because
of the historic poverty of the land and 'because it was protected from change by the early



conservation movement.' It was the Tales of Beatrix Potter that made the biggest practical
difference, as, with the money from her hugely successful books, the writer and conservationist
bought swathes of the Lake District during 1905-1940, and bequeathed these to the National
Trust. Her former land now constitutes much of the Lake District National Park.The Shepherd's
Life is most vivid when the author tells everyday shepherding stories, focused on his flock of
sturdy Herdwick sheep. He writes relatively little about the landscape, though there are a few
lyrical passages. The meat of the book is the business of shepherding, which is mentally
demanding (like that of all skilled businesses) because rearing, selling and buying lambs, at the
right price, is crucial to economic survival. And it is not a matter of squeezing out the highest (or
lowest) price because - within a margin for canniness - the price must be seen to be fair in the
close-knit farming community, or a shepherd's reputation may be lost.We also learn something
of James Rebanks's personal life: his all-important grandad, the patriarch in charge of the two
small fell farms which the family worked; the painful generational conflict with his father; his
wilder drinking companions from school days; his sudden conversion to the path of love when he
meets his rock-like wife-to-be, Helen; and his astonishing journey in his 20s, without (initially)
any A-levels, to a degree in Oxford University, which he went through largely outside college life,
working feverishly at his books and earning money in Helen's catering business. It is a sign of
the man - and his wife - that he is intensely proud of having made it to Oxford, but we don't learn
from his memoir what his degree or subject was (he got a double first in History - and has a
following of 94,000 on Twitter as "herdyshepherd1"). His intention was, and remains, to be a
successful and well-regarded fell-side shepherd, no more, no less.”

Bryn Griffith, “Continuity is everything.. For the last 50 years I have visited The Lake District for
solace from the stresses of urban life. In some respects therefore, I am exactly the kind of visitor
James Rebanks and his ancestors resent, at least to some degree. However, when reading this
book, I completely understood where he was coming from; the idea that the people who live and
work the land are largely ignored by the millions of visitors who claim collective ownership and
value the region for their own entirely different reasons..For the author, continuity is fundamental.
The land his farm stands on, and the surrounding area for miles, has been tended by the same
cooperating families for centuries. James Rebanks provides an evocative and persuasive
account of the importance of his role, both to himself, to the land, to those that came before him,
and to those that will follow. It is, I think, an important message/book because it explains with
great clarity why a "traditional" way of life can be both fulfilling and of importance, without the
need for the path into further education (something, I along with many others have done).This
book has rightly become successful, and I'm sure the irony has not been lost on the author that
his living has presumably been made financially securer on the back of the earnings of those he
prefers to leave him alone. I for one don't begrudge him a penny.A wonderful read.”

elizad, “One of my all-time favourites. This book can't be surpassed for its down-to-earth, well-



written and honest telling of the life cycle on a hill farm in the Lake District. And by life cycle I
don't just mean the seasons, but life and death, grandfather to father to son, sheep to lamb, over
the millennia from the beginnings of farming in the area to the present, and looking forward to
the future. James Rebanks is rooted to the soil (or hefted, as his sheep are) in a beautiful, harsh
landscape and much of the charm of the book comes from the love and respect he has for the
traditions of both family and wider community. He has a wonderful sense of, and love for, place
and this he conveys effortlessly through the seasons of the farming year. The book is unique
and left me feeling bereft at the close.  I don't think I can offer higher praise than that.”

Kate Hopkins, “A Gabriel Oak of the Fells. James Rebanks reminds me in some ways of Thomas
Hardy's shepherd-hero Gabriel Oak. He's wonderfully straightforward, highly intelligent, and
completely devoted to his work. His beautifully-written memoir tells the reader both about the
daily life of a shepherd on a Cumbrian hill farm, and about his unique career.As a boy, Rebanks
wanted nothing other than to be a sheep farmer, running the family farm just like his father and
his adored grandfather. He resented school for taking him away from his farm work, was a
trouble-maker and left at the age of 16 with two GCSEs, in religious studies and woodwork.
Some years later, bored with leisure time that consisted largely of drinking, fighting and
television, Rebanks discovered books (starting with W.H. Hudson and history books on World
War II) and was hooked. With the help of his new girlfriend Helen he acquired A'Levels at night
school, and went on to win a place at Oxford, from where he graduated with a First Class degree
in History. But he always intended to return to the farm and - with the help of some consultancy
work for UNESCO - he managed to fulfill his dream.This is a wonderful book in many ways. The
story of Rebanks's progression from school troublemaker to intellectual farmer is fascinating,
and beautifully told (and his initial account of his school is laugh-out-loud funny). Rebanks writes
with great affection about his family - his grandfather William, his father and book-loving mother,
his wife Helen and their children, his sisters - but avoids ever being sentimental. The material on
sheep-farming, though at times quite dense, is fascinating, and there are lots of excellent
references to earlier Lakeland farmers (including Beatrix Potter). Rebanks also offers a welcome
alternative to the view put forward by some conservationists (George Monbiot, I'm looking at
you) that farmers are destroying the environment and ruining the land: he writes sanely, clearly
and well about the possibility of responsible farming (and meat-eating). There's also some
wonderful evocations of nature, reminiscent of nature poets such as John Clare. And stylistically
the book is a treat, the prose both plain and vivid.My only criticism is that as the book
progresses the autobiographical aspect can end up slightly submerged in the details of sheep-
farming (I enjoyed these, but very occasionally skimmed over some of the detailed descriptions
of the various tups and ewes Rebanks bought). I'd have liked to know more about Rebanks's
time at Oxford and how he got on with the other students (and which periods of history he
enjoyed studying), what his sub-editing job at a London magazine involved, how he got into
working for UNESCO and how he balanced this demanding career with the even greater



demands of the sheep farm. It would have also been interesting to read a bit more about how
Rebanks got his book commission, and his feelings about Twitter (though he's expressed these
very articulately in his Twitter feed). But one can only do a certain amount in any one book - and
it's proof of Rebanks's writerly skill that I wanted to read more.A beautiful and honest account of
rural life in the Lakes, and of what it is really like to be a farmer - and a valuable reminder that the
consumerist world so many people live in is not the only option. I can't wait to read Rebanks's
second book.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3,282 people have provided feedback.
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